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How the economy will play into the hands of
investors in bank shares
by Peter Switzer

 
As investors, we’re always trying to cope with
uncertainty. Most of you would’ve realised that I try
to stick to consistent rules of investing that reduce the
chances of being smashed by the stock market over
the long run. It’s why I invest in quality companies,
especially when the stock market goes panicky on
me.

I’d love $1,000 for every time over the past 10 years
I’ve recommended buying the dip on the stock
market. I make this call because it’s a part of my
consistent investment strategy. Now with so many
companies unfairly smashed, if you have a
longer-term take on a business, it’s stock-picking
time.

In 2019, when so many great companies looked
fully-priced, I was investing in the Index via ETFs.

S&P/ASX 200

That worked out pretty well until late February when
the world was told the “China virus” (as Donald
Trump likes to call it) was declared a pandemic by
WHO, which until then was playing down the threat.
How do I know that? Well, I was writing it and was
curious why the stock market was not more rattled
than it was in early February.

There’s no use crying about spilt milk so it’s
onwards and upwards. That’s been the case for the
S&P/ASX 200 Index since the low for stocks on
March 23, though our bounce-back has been

disappointing compared to the US. We’ve comeback
13.5%, while the Yanks have regained 32%!

A big part of that rise is because the US market has
the FAANG stocks — Facebook, Apple, Amazon,
Netflix and Google (Alphabet) — which are huge
companies in the US indexes. And most of their share
prices are at 2020 highs! Meanwhile, banks are huge
in our indexes and we know they’ve been smashed
by the Coronavirus closures and
Government-powered rescue plan.

When the economy recovers, so will bank share
prices and the local Index will start playing catchup on
the S&P 500 in the States.

What’s my best guess on the economy? And
because of the non-economic curve balls of the virus
and its potential to bring a second wave of health and
wealth problems connected to future economic
closures and lockdowns, this is the toughest
forecasting challenge of my life.

Knowing my limitations, I’ve developed the
competitive advantage of knowing which economist’s
work is reliable, so I’ll use the consensus of their
views, along with my own set of dependable
indicators to do OK in guessing our future.

In 29 years, I only used the R-word (and even then it
was tentative) during the GFC. Now I know I get
accused of being a perma-bull but I’m sure we’re in
a recession now. Though there have been some
economists who think statistically we could miss out
on a technical recession.

That would happen if the March quarter, which was
heading towards positive growth, was only just
positive because the month of March wasn’t bad
enough to take us negative for the quarter.
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Of course, the June quarter will be a big, bad
negative for growth but the JobKeeper policy, which
was aimed at reducing the severity of the economic
collapse, would’ve softened the drop. That said, it
still should be a shocker.

Then we come to the September quarter made up of
July, when most of us will be back at work, even if a
lot of us spend more time working at home. More
normalcy should be achieved in August and ditto for
September. This could be a marginally positive month
for growth.

On this scenario we might only see negative growth
in the June quarter and therefore no technical
recession. But the June quarter is a recession in
reality, even if it can’t pass the economist’s
definition of one.

Of course, this is the best-case scenario and we
could actually see negative growth in the March, June
and September quarters because we don’t rebound
our spending when things progressively get back to
normal. Confidence will be critical and what we do
with it is even more important.

The one economic reading I’ve been watching and
taking seriously, as a possible guide for the future,
has been the ANZ/Roy Morgan weekly consumer
confidence reading. This has to tell us something
about how the lockdown, the social restrictions and
the virus updating is affecting our willingness to be as
normal as we were before anyone uttered that damn
word — Coronavirus.

On the latest reading (last week), the ANZ-Roy
Morgan consumer confidence rating rose by 2.2% to
92.3 points. That means that sentiment has lifted for
seven straight weeks and is up 41.4% since hitting
record lows. On March 29, after the stock market hit
its low, the index went to 65.3, which was the worst
reading since 1973, when Gough Whitlam was PM.

What made us more scared in 1973? That was the
year the oil crisis began in October “when the
members of the Organization of Arab Petroleum
Exporting Countries proclaimed an oil embargo. By
the end of the embargo in March 1974, the price of oil
had risen nearly 400%, from US$3 per barrel to
nearly $12 globally; US prices were significantly

higher.” (Wikipedia)

The chart below shows the slump and rebound in
consumer confidence. Note how it was around 109 in
mid-February, which was a three-month high, so
being 92.3 points is heartening. My best guess is that
if the reopening of the economy works out, then the
weekly confidence reading will beat the 100 level,
where optimists outnumber pessimists.

I loved this heading from CommSec’s Craig James,
who has been a good predictor of the economy over
time: “Green shoots of recovery?”

But we need more positive numbers before we say
the worst is over for the economy and the stock
market.

Remember, if we get economy calls wrong (it would
likely be linked to a virus-problem), then we’ll see a
second leg down for stocks. And this would mean
chaos for the economy and a short-sharp recession
that becomes a V-shaped recovery would be totally
ruled out.

We could end up with a 12-month recession, which
some economists call a depression. And the second
leg down for stocks could be worse than the first!
That has been the pattern for stock market crashes,
with the second drop being the worst.

OK, that’s the worst-case scenario. Right now, the
stock market, which is a forward-predicting machine,
believes second-wave problems will be small or
manageable. It expects businesses and consumers
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will gradually return to normal, albeit with a slowness
in believing the worst is over. That’s why we haven’t
seen the market approach pre-COVID-19 levels,
though you have to ask what the Americans are
smoking? Have a look at the S&P 500 rebound
below.

The key US Index is now down 14.5%, so the overall
market is out of bear market territory. But it has still
had a serious correction. There’s also a fair bit of
positive expectations about a virus vaccine or
treatment to be a positive game-changer for the
world, the crushed economies and the ‘infected’
businesses, consumers and investors who’ll
determine our material future.

When they’re optimistic, normalcy will return with a
vengeance. But if a second-wave problem emerges,
then I just don’t want to contemplate the alternative.

The best recent drug news came from the USA’s top
Coronavirus medico, Anthony Fauci, who said over
the weekend: “I think it is conceivable, if we don’t
run into things that are, as they say, unanticipated
setbacks, that we could have a vaccine that we could
be beginning to deploy at the end of this calendar
year, December 2020, or into January, 2021.”

That’s the best virus news recently. But what about
the best economic scenario?

A few weeks ago, I referred to Morgan’s chief
economist, Michael Knox, who I rate very highly.
Michael has analysed the work of the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO), who has access to some of the
brightest economic forecasters in the world.

Knoxy, some years ago, created a shortlist of
America’s best economists. One of those, Kevin
Hassett, who chaired the Council of Economic
Advisers in the US and is now the Senior economic
adviser to the White House, recently said he puts

more credibility on the forecasts of the CBO than any
other predictor.

This meant that Knoxy had to delve into what the
CBO had to say. And the June quarter news is
shocking, as the following shows:

Economic growth down 12% in the June
quarter. This would annualise to a huge 40%!
Unemployment tops out at 14%.
By year’s end, the US federal budget deficit
will be US$3.7 trillion!
By year’s end, US federal debt hits 101% of
GDP!

But it’s not all bad news.

“The CBO believes that after a terrible second
quarter, rapid recovery will begin in the US economy
in the third quarter. Unemployment peaks in the third
quarter and then begins to decline.”

Knox has suggested before if a
quicker-than-expected recovery emerges, then all of
the world’s government stimuli and unbelievably low
interest rates could set us up for a Roaring 20s
remake in the 21st century!

If that works out, then you can rule out another big
second leg down for stocks. And investing in banks
now for a pay-off over the next decade looks like a
good play.

And by the way, Knoxy isn’t the only economist who
thinks the three months to September will be a
rebound quarter. As I pointed out on Saturday, Scott
Wren, senior global market strategist for Wells Fargo
Investment Institute, told CNBC this week that his
team is factoring in an “out of recession” scenario for
the US sometime in June.

He says we have a three-to-six week wait and virus
news has to keep on improving. The reopening phase
for the US and worldwide has to add to positivity.

Wren said “halfway through a recession, you start to
see financials doing better, small caps doing better…”
And that’s what Wall Street is starting to see.

Important: This content has been prepared without
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taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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3 LICs to buy and 2 to sell
by Paul Rickard

 
Treasurer Josh Frydenberg’s announcement last
week that, from July 1, he would ban the payment of
stamping fees on listed investment companies (LICs)
and listed investment trusts was long overdue. The
practice, which was wholly inconsistent with the
principle of non-conflicted remuneration for advisers,
saw some retail stockbrokers and financial planners
being paid a commission, typically 1.0% to 1.5% of
the investment amount, by the promoters of these
investment vehicles.

Somewhat inexplicitly, the ban was not extended to
hybrid securities, real estate investment trusts and
listed infrastructure trusts.

So does this ban mean that LICs are dead in the
water? On the one hand, it is going to make it harder
for promoters (typically fund managers) to launch new
issues because they will struggle to get the
involvement of some financial planning groups. They
will have to turn to other ways to motivate investors to
part with their monies such as providing up-front
incentives to invest (e.g. loyalty shares, discounts
etc). The cost of the incentives will be paid by the
promoters from their own monies, recouped by
management fees over the next 10 to 15 years.

While this will be a boon for direct investors, who
have arguably been subsidising the clients of financial
planners, only the strongest investment managers will
be in a position to offer up-front incentives. We may
see some jumbo issues from the “brand” LIC
managers, but overall, new issuance is likely to
decline.

LICs do offer two important advantages over other
structures. Firstly, because they are close-ended
structures with a finite number of shares, the
investment manager has a fixed pool of capital to
invest. He/she doesn’t have to worry about inflows or
outflows. Secondly, as companies, the Directors can

deliver a smoother payment of income to their
shareholders because the payment of dividends is
discretionary. They can also offer dividend
re-investment plans and share purchase plans.

The big disadvantage is that most LIC’s trade on the
ASX at a premium or discount to their NTA (net
tangible asset value). If you buy at a premium of 20%,
you pay $1.20 for something that is really only worth
$1.00. If you buy at a discount of 20%, you pay $0.80
for something that is worth $1.00.

In some cases, the discount or premium can be very
material, as high as 25% to 30%. Moreover, most
LICs are now trading at a discount to their NTA
(about 85% by number of issues), with the average
discount over 15%.

The alternative structure is the exchange traded fund
or actively managed quoted fund (which is used by
Magellan in MGE or for our Switzer Dividend Growth
Fund – SWTZ). This employs an open-ended trust
structure, supported by market makers on the ASX to
provide liquidity. It grows in size (or contracts)
depending on investors buying or selling on the ASX,
with the job of the market maker to ensure that it
trades very close to its underlying NTA. During the
extreme market volatility in March/April, the market
makers did a reasonable job to provide liquidity and
overall, this structure looks set to be the one issuers
embrace.

While quoted managed funds are set to be the go
forward vehicle, there are still 111 LICs trading today
on the ASX. Typically, poorer performing, smaller and
less well marketed LICs tend to trade at a discount to
their NTA, while LICS that are better performing,
larger and put more effort into shareholder
communications tend to trade at a premium. But it is
not always the case.
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Here are 3 LICs from different sectors to consider
buying, and 3 to consider selling.

3 LICS to buy:

1. Australian equities – Future Generation
Investment Company (FGX)

The Future Generation Investment Company (FGX) is
a fund of funds, set up by the industry as a
philanthropic measure to raise money for charities.
While investors (shareholders) are charged a
management fee of 1.0% pa, leading Australian fund
managers donate their time to manage the monies
and most service providers do so on a pro-bono
basis. This allows the management fees to be
donated to Australian children and ‘youth at risk’
charities.

As an investment, the $430m investment company
has exceeded the performance of the S&P/ASX 200
over 1 year, 3 years, 5 years and since inception in
2014, with a lower volatility than the market. It
accesses 20 different managers, who each have very
specific mandates.

FGX is trading at a discount to its NTA. At 30 April,
this discount was 15.1%. On Friday, it closed at
$0.93, which we calculate is a discount of around
12.3% (our estimated NTA is $1.06).

2. Global infrastructure – Argo Listed
Infrastructure (ALI)

Argo Global Infrastructure (ALI) provides exposure to
an actively managed portfolio of globally listed
infrastructure companies. Managed by NYSE listed
Cohen and Steers who manage around US$70bn on
behalf of institutional clients and sovereign wealth
funds, about 38% of the fund is invested in electric,
16% in communications, 9% in toll roads and 7%
railways. 57% of companies are domiciled in USA,
with Europe next at 11%.

Performance has been satisfactory. It has
outperformed the S&P/ASX 200 accumulation index
quite convincingly (for example, 4.1% for the year to
30 April vs a 9.1% negative return for listed Australian
shares), but against its benchmark, it is marginally
behind. It is unhedged. Management fees for the

$304m LIC are 1.2%.

On 30 April, ALI closed on the ASX at $2.14, a 9.3%
discount to its NTA of $2.36. It provides a weekly
NTA estimate and on 15 May, this was $2.31. A new
NTA should be posted tomorrow (Tuesday).

3. International equities – WCM Global Growth Ltd
(WQG)

For disclosure, I am a Non-Executive Director of
WCM Global Growth (WQG). But notwithstanding that
conflict, I still think this is a LIC you should consider.

This $237m LIC is managed by WCM Investment
Management, a California based asset management
firm specialising in active global and emerging market
equities.

WQG comprises investments in about 30 global
mid-market companies. They need to meet two key
criteria: a rising competitive advantage (or expanding
economic moat) and a corporate culture that supports
the expansion of the moat. About 24% of the fund is
in IT, 23% in health care and 14% in financials, with
the Americas accounting for 76% of the companies.

Portfolio performance has been outstanding. It has
outperformed over all periods, and since inception, it
has delivered an annualised return to 30 April of
17.2% compared to the benchmark’s 9.8% pa.

The management fee is 1.25% plus a performance
fee. It is unhedged.

On 30 April, WQG closed on the ASX at $1.18, a
13.6% discount to its NTA of $1.365. It provides a
weekly NTA estimate and on 15 May, this was $1.41.
A new NTA should be posted tomorrow (Tuesday).
WQG closed on Friday at $1.26.

2 LICs to sell:

1. Australian equities – Australian Foundation
Investment Company (AFI)

Australian Foundation Investment Company (AFI) is
Australia’s largest listed investment company with a
$6.7bn portfolio. It invests in a broad-based portfolio
of shares and aims to provide shareholders with
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attractive investment returns through access to a
growing stream of fully franked dividends and an
enhancement of capital invested over the medium to
long term.

Internally managed, the management cost of 0.13%
pa is very low.

However, its performance largely mimics the
benchmark indices, and, in this regard, it has
underperformed over the last 5 years and 10 years. It
has changed its benchmark to include the franking
credit benefits, and over the last 12 months, it has
done better as it has boosted its weighting in CSL
and cut its exposure to the major banks.

At the end of April, it was trading at a premium of
4.7% to its pre-tax NTA of $5.54. It closed on Friday
at $5.76, putting it on an estimated premium of 4.0%.

2. Australian equities – Argo Investments (ARG)

Australia’s second largest listed investment
company, the $5.3bn Argo Investments is also trading
at a premium to its NTA. Officially, a premium of 7.4%
on 30 April and 5.9% on 15 May (to its credit, Argo is
now reporting its NTA on a weekly basis). On Friday,
it closed at $7.23, which puts it on an estimated
premium of 5.7%.

Argo has now underperformed the benchmark ASX
200 Accumulation Index over the last 1 year, 3 years,
5 years, 10 years and 15 years, and marginally
outperformed over the 20-year period. This means
that it performed strongly between 2000 and 2005
(when it was a lot smaller), but it has found it more
difficult over the last decade.

Don’t get me wrong. I am a fan of both Argo and AFI
(with their low-cost investment models), but at the
right price. The trade is to sell Argo and AFI, and
replace with broad based index tracking ETFs,
probably VAS or IOZ. When they go back to a
discount, you can potentially reverse the trade.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your

circumstances.
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10 stocks fighting COVID-19
by James Dunn

 
As anyone who has followed the local biotech scene
would expect, Australian companies are piling-in to
the fight against COVID-19. Particularly in areas
ranging from drugs, diagnostic tests, devices and
preventive measures. Here we focus on some of the
most promising companies working on the pandemic
in the drug and diagnostics area.

1. Mesoblast (MSB, $3.70)
Share price performance year-to-date: +80.5%

Stem-cell therapy developer Mesoblast has been
focused on regenerative treatments for inflammatory
ailments, cardiovascular disease and back pain – and
has been a long-term disappointment for investors on
these fronts – but last month it reported success in
trials of its bone marrow product (called
remestemcel-L) in treating critically ill Covid-19
patients who were suffering from acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS), the most common cause
of death from Covid-19 infections. ARDS is caused by
what’s become known as a “cytokine storm,” which
is an over-reaction of the immune system in which the
body ends up damaging the lungs in an attempt to
destroy the coronavirus and the lung cells that it has
infected. The cytokine storm can cause the
deterioration of major organs in a process known as
septic shock – which could be the major actual cause
of death in Covid-19 patients. Under “emergency
compassionate use” protocols, patients at New
York’s Mount Sinai hospital with ARDS were given
remestemcel-L intravenously, and the results were
much better than those in ventilator-dependent
Covid-19 patients receiving standard-of-care
treatment. Mesoblast has begun enrolling patients in
a Phase 2/3 clinical trial in more than 20 medical
centres across the US to “rigorously confirm”
whether remestemcel-L provides a survival benefit in
patients with moderate/severe acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) due to Covid-19.

2. Cynata Therapeutics (CYP, 70 cents)
Share price performance year-to-date: –33.3%

Stem-cell therapy developer Cynata Therapeutics has
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from its stem-cell
manufacturing platform Cymerus in preparation for
three clinical trials, against osteo-arthritis,
graft-versus-host disease and critical limb ischaemia,
an advanced stage of peripheral artery disease. But
in April it announced positive results from an
independent study in animals of using MSCs to treat
ARDS and the “cytokine storm.” Cynata also has
strong pre-clinical study results in sepsis and cytokine
release syndrome, which along with ARDS are
common hallmarks of severe Covid-19 cases. From
these results, Cynata proposed and received
approval for a clinical trial in New South Wales to
investigate the effectiveness of MSC in treating 24
adults admitted to intensive care with Covid-19 and
respiratory distress. CYP says it has decided to
re-direct its financial and operational resources to
focus on its Covid-19 and ARDS development
strategy.

3. PharmAust (PAA, 10 cents)
Share price performance year-to-date: –9.1%

PharmAust’s anti-cancer drug monepantel inhibits
the mTOR cellular signalling pathway, a key driver of
cancer. The anti-cancer action may also be able to
treat viral infections (including Covid-19). At the
moment, PharmAust is aiming at veterinary
applications: earlier this month, the company
released results of a successful clinical trial, which
showed that the majority of dog patients responded
well to the treatment of Monepantel. The drug already
has the green light in some jurisdictions but not
specifically for cancer. PharmAust was preparing to
launch a phase two clinical trial testing the drug
against cancer but is now looking to test it against
Covid-19: the first test is being done in vitro at the
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Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research in
Melbourne.

4. Noxopharm (NOX, 22 cents)
Share price performance year-to-date: –12.0%

Noxopharm has its Veyonda treatment for end-stage
prostate cancer approved by the FDA as an
Investigational New Drug (IND): the active ingredient
in Veyonda, idronoxil, appears to work as an
anti-cancer agent through blocking a tissue signalling
pathway known as STING. STING plays a crucial role
in detecting the presence of viruses in tissues,
triggering the immune system to fight the virus and
the body’s inflammatory system to repair any tissue
damage. In patients where the viral infection
becomes overwhelming, the STING system can
become hyper-active, helping to trigger the cytokine
storm. Noxopharm says it will test Veyonda in a
clinical trial as a potential cytokine storm inhibitor.

5. MGC Pharmaceuticals (MXC, 2.5 cents)
Share price performance year-to-date: –16.7%

Medical and cosmetic cannabis company MGC
Pharmaceuticals has begun a Phase 2 clinical trial in
Israel on patients diagnosed with Covid-19,
evaluating the safety and efficacy of its natural
immune-modulating formula its plant-derived
cannabinoid ArtemiC in treating the
“pathophysiological repercussions” of infection with
Covid-19. ArtemiC is designed to target viral
infections with inflammatory complications.

6. Biotron (BIT, 9.5 cents)
Share price performance year-to-date: +90.0%

Biotron’s core expertise is the design and
development of drugs that target virus-encoded
proteins known as viroporins. The company’s
scientists were the first to identify and publish data
showing that the E-protein of the coronavirus is a
viroporin, and a good target for antiviral drugs. Within
its proprietary small-molecule compound library,
Biotron has compounds with good activity against a
range of coronaviruses, ranging from the human
coronaviruses that cause mild, cold-like symptoms as
well as the SARS coronavirus that was responsible
for that outbreak, in 2003. In February, Biotron told
the ASX that it was evaluating several promising

compounds for activity against coronavirus, including
the new Covid-19 strain. No results of this work have
been reported, but in March BIT told the sharemarket
that Phase 2 trials of its lead drug candidate BIT225
showed that the drug unmasks HIV-infected cells that
remain in the body despite treatment with approved
anti-HIV-1 drugs: the results could have profound
implications for the future treatment and cure of HIV-1
infection.

7. Cyclopharm (CYC, $1.38)
Share price performance year-to-date: +13.1%

Nuclear medicine company Cyclopharm has
developed Technegas, a gas made of radioactive
carbon that is inhaled through a breathing apparatus,
and the carbon is picked up by gamma imaging to
identify the life-threatening condition pulmonary
embolism (PE), or arterial blockages in the patient’s
lungs. Shortness of breath is a major symptom shown
in both PE and Covid-19, but the main diagnostic
method for determining the presence of the Covid-19
virus is a laboratory test: CYC told shareholder in
March that it was receiving reports of an increase in
the use of Technegas by doctors to differentiate
between Covid-19 and PE in cases where laboratory
tests results cannot be attained quickly.

8. Atomo Diagnostics (AT1, 36 cents)
Share price since April IPO issue
At $0.29: +80.0%

The newly listed (April) Atomo Diagnostics has a
rapid blood-based diagnostic device for HIV, the only
self-administered HIV assay approved by Australia’s
version of the FDA, the Therapeutic Goods
Administration (TGA). The company was quickly able
to tweak its patented blood test devices to pick up
antibodies produced in response to Covid-19. Results
are obtained from a drop of blood in 15 minutes and
indicate whether the person has antibodies in their
blood as a result of having been infected with the
virus. The test is CE-Marked for professional use for
COVID-19 testing in Europe: on current orders,
Atomo is supplying French diagnostics company NG
Biotech with 1.369 million devices, and says it has
also received “urgent inbound inquiries” from other
European, US and Chinese diagnostic companies.
The Atomo device can be self-administered, reducing
the risk to healthcare workers. Atomo says the
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platform can be used for any number of purposes,
including bacterial-versus-viral tests, pregnancy tests,
and tests for the presence of malaria, hepatitis C and
Ebola.

9. Genetic Signatures (GSS, $1.985)
Share price performance year-to-date: +98.0%

The molecular diagnostics company has a proprietary
platform technology, 3BaseT, from which it has
developed and is selling tests for a range of
respiratory diseases and sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs). In March, GSS announced that it
had supplemented its existing assays to specifically
identify the 2019 novel strain of coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2), the virus that causes Covid-19, in a
product called EasyScreen SARS-CoV-2 Detection
Kit. In April the test was approved for sale in Europe
and Australia.

10. Genetic Technologies (GTG, 0.7 cents)
Share price performance year-to-date: –30.0%

The Melbourne-based company, which is also listed
on Nasdaq, uses genetic technology to create
personalised tests to predict a person’s risk of
developing chronic disease. Its GeneType for Breast
Cancer test can determine a woman’s risk of
developing non-hereditary breast cancer over a
period of time, by combining three major factors that
contribute to this risk: genetic markers, breast density
and family history. GeneType for Breast Cancer
works by combining these risk factors to provide a
more accurate assessment of breast cancer risk. Its
other product, GeneType for Colo-rectal cancer,
combines patient age, family history and genetic
markers to provide a more accurate assessment of
colorectal cancer risk. Sales of both tests began in
the March 2020 quarter. The company is developing
similar genetic risk assessment tests for
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, prostate
cancer and melanoma. This month, GTG announced
that it is fast-tracking development of a genetic test
that will determine if people are at a high risk of
contracting COVID-19, for global application. The
company says it would be able to conduct about
360,000 tests a year, with current capacity.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or

needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
Recommendation downgrades have started to
outnumber upgrades for ASX-listed stocks.

For the week ending Friday 22 May, the 7
stockbrokers monitored daily by FNArena upgraded 9
stocks, but they also issued 15 downgrades.

Charter Hall was the lucky receiver of 2 upgrades,
both to Buy, while commodity exposures Fortescue
Metals and Sims Metal Group saw the only 2
upgrades that didn’t move beyond Neutral/Hold.

Among downgrades, only 2 went as far as Sell with
Fortescue Metals and TechnologyOne the unlucky
targets.

Stock receiving downgrades to Neutral/Hold during
the week include Appen, Nanosonics, Western Areas,
and Woodside Petroleum.

A number of companies has been receiving positive
updates to stockbrokers’ price targets, with Baby
Bunting leading for the week, followed by Breville
Group, Appen and Arena REIT.

Unfortunately, and certainly not unexpected, negative
adjustments remain larger in size. The week’s
heaviest blow was reserved for Abacus Property
Group. Others seeing targets shrink include Charter
Hal, AP Eagers, and Boral.

Amendments to earnings estimates continue to reveal
a similar dynamic. On the positive side, all of Xero,
Oil Search, City Chic, Zip Co, Santos, Cooper Energy
and Arena REIT enjoyed double digit percentage
increases to consensus forecasts.

But then some eye-popping downward adjustments
befell the likes of Ardent Leisure, OceanaGold, and
Graincorp while the likes of Aristocrat Leisure, AP
Eagers, Boral and James Hardie shared in the pain.

The local out-of-season reporting season is now
winding down with only a few (Select Harvests, ALS
Ltd, Mesoblast) on the calendar.

Soon, analysts will start looking towards what
might/should/can be expected for the August
reporting season, preceded by what is commonly
referred to as “confession season”.

In the good books

FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD (FMG) was
upgraded to Hold from Reduce by Morgans B/H/S:
3/3/1

The fundamental story for iron ore continues to
improve and stockbroker Morgans is now predicting
the price could reach as high as US$120/tonne on the
back of COVID-19 induced supply interruptions
affecting exports by major producer Brazil. Morgans
notes Brazil is the second largest producer of iron
ore, after Australia, and it looks like the odds are very
much favouring a disappointing outcome in terms of
volumes leaving the country in the months ahead,
which will only make the global market even tighter.
On Morgans’ calculations, share prices of BHP
Group, Rio Tinto and Fortescue Metals are
incorporating iron ore priced at US$75/t, US$61/t, and
US$76/t, respectively. This implies Rio Tinto’s
shares carry the most upside potential, and that’s
even without the prospect of a juicy dividend.
Fortescue Metals is hereby upgraded to Hold from
Buy. The price target has jumped to $11.50 from
$8.51 prior.

See downgrade below.
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SIMS METAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED (SGM) was
upgraded to Hold from Lighten by Ord Minnett
B/H/S: 1/5/0

Looking beyond the current crisis, Ord Minnett
suggests there is value support for the steel sector,
yet Sims Metal is facing a combination of low scrap
volumes and low prices, which are affecting margins.
However, as lockdowns ease volumes should start to
pick up again. Rating is upgraded to Hold from
Lighten and the target raised to $6.90 from $6.10.

TPG TELECOM LIMITED (TPM) was upgraded to
Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 1/4/0

The scheme booklet for the merger with Vodafone
Australia signals to Ord Minnett that Vodafone
Australia will begin generating substantial free cash
flow. This provides the merged company an option to
reinvest and compete more aggressively to win
market share, eliminating one of the largest concerns
of the broker. The financial position of the merged
company is also better than the broker expected.
Rating is upgraded to Accumulate from Hold and the
target raised to $8.65 from $8.25.

WAGNERS HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED (WGN)
was upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by
Credit Suisse B/H/S: 1/1/1

Credit Suisse believes Wagners is well-placed to
benefit from the pulling forward of small regional
infrastructure projects in Queensland. However,
current activity is coming off a low base.
Nevertheless, the haulage business has provided
stability, serving mining customers that have
continued to operate. This is offset by an expected
-20% decline in prices for Boral (BLD) volumes
following an update on the pricing dispute. Credit
Suisse upgrades to Outperform from Neutral and
reduces the target to $1.00 from $1.50.

In the not-so-good books

CLOVER CORPORATION (CLV) was downgraded
to Neutral from Buy by UBS B/H/S: 1/1/0

UBS believes the company offers attractive
characteristics, being well regarded and a market
leader. The business is also relatively defensive in
the current environment. However, the qualities are
now reflected in the share price and UBS
downgrades to Neutral from Buy. Target is raised to
$2.50 from $2.20. The company has forecast a strong
increase in demand from infant formula customers in
the fourth quarter, which the broker assesses could
be partly because of inventory stocking and a pulling
forward of demand from FY21.

FLETCHER BUILDING LIMITED (FBU) was
downgraded to Neutral from Buy by Citi B/H/S:
0/5/0

Citi observes the skew to New Zealand and exposure
to residential construction has put the company in a
weak position vis-a-vis sales trends. While sales
improved in May they were still down -10-20%
compared with budget. Disruptions in April and May
are expected to materially affect profitability, given the
fourth quarter is typically 40-45% of full year earnings.
Citi downgrades underlying net profit forecasts by
-40% and -62% for FY20 and FY21, respectively.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Buy. Target is
reduced to NZ$3.50 from NZ$6.25.

FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD (FMG) was
downgraded to Sell from Neutral by Citi B/H/S:
3/3/1

Citi marks to market for iron ore prices, upgrading
FY20 and FY21 estimates for earnings per share by
12% and 8%, respectively. The broker forecasts
FY20 and FY21 dividends of $1.45 and $0.88 per
share, respectively. The dividend yield is assessed as
impressive in the near term but drops to 3.7% in
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FY22 as the broker’s forecast iron ore price declines
to US$63/t. Citi downgrades to Sell from Neutral as
the valuation now appears stretched. Target is raised
to $11.10 from $10.50.

See upgrade above.

TECHNOLOGYONE LIMITED (TNE) was
downgraded to Sell from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S:
0/2/1

Margins were in line with UBS estimates in the first
half although revenue was slightly lower. The broker
believes tight cost controls will be required to deliver
on estimates. Valuation remains the primary
challenge for UBS and the rating is downgraded to
Sell from Neutral. Target is raised to $8.20 from
$7.25.

WESTERN AREAS NL (WSA) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by Citi B/H/S: 5/2/0

Citi downgrades to Neutral from Buy, given a more
bearish nickel price forecast. Nickel is expected to
underperform on a relative basis over the next 12-18
months as demand from end-use sectors wanes. The
broker retains a $2.50 target.

Earnings forecast

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stockbrokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. Important: This content has
been prepared without taking account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any
particular individual. It does not constitute formal
advice. Consider the appropriateness of the
information in regard to your circumstances.
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